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LET'S DO SOME
rUN, and the pure democratic enjoyment of

II one square dance group is often not fully
realized until that group has experienced the
satisfaction of getting the majority of its members well acquainted with one another.
Dancers attuned to the same level group have
found that the real pleasure of square dancing
comes with the realization that fun can be had
no matter whom you are dancing with, and that
continual changing of partners in the course of
an evening of dancing enriches and strengthens
the bonds of any club group.
Over a period of months, from the time you
step into the square dancing picture, you come
constantly in contact with that implement of
callers referred to as the "circle mixer." There
are more than a dozen popular circle mixers done
to various rhythms and tunes, but all have one
common characteristic of continuously moving
either the men or the women to a new or different partner as the routine of the dance rolls on.
THE FIREFLY

One of the oldest and perhaps the simplest

mixer adapted to almost any type group is the
one known by several names, including such
titles as "The Firefly," "Glow Worm Mixer," etc.
You can use it to a good lively march tempo or
to the music of the "Glow Worm Gavotte"
( Imperial-Lloyd Shaw) : Imperial 1044 & Shaw
1-106.
Formation : Dancers in couples facing CCW
around the circle, starting on outside foot—
Walk, 2, 3, stop ( and face each other )
Back away 2, 3, stop

Ladies backing toward the outside, gents backing toward the inside of the circle.
Diagonally 2, 3, 4
Both man and lady going to their left, which
means the gentlemen goes to the lady ahead.
(Often taught by having each person point to
the person he or she is progressing to.)
Turn 2, 3, 4
Couples hook right elbows, walking CW the
4 steps, ending in line of direction.
Walk 2, 3, 4, etc.
Repeat for duration of record.
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EVA Three-step Mixer
Following in the simplicity line of the preceding mixer is the Eva Three-Step intended
to be danced to the 12-inch British Columbia
Record bearing the same name and also quite
adaptable to the Teddy Bear Picnic on Decca
24598 or Capitol 15420. Here is the dance:
Position: Same as for "Firefly", couples starting on outside foot.
Walk 2, 3, pause
Cross over 2, 3, pause
Lady crossing to her left in front of the man;
man crossing to his right in back of the lady.
Remain facing in line of direction.
Diagonally 2, 3, pause
Lady crosses behind man to her right and
slightly ahead. The gentleman steps ahead of
the lady diagonally to his left.
Progress together 2, 3, pause
Man has moved up to one girl ahead and the
two come directly to meet each other.
Two step, two step
Both man and lady take two two-steps away
from each other, to return to face ( Man CCW,
lady CW) .
Step, kick, step, kick
Facing each other and holding hands, lady doing the counterpart, man steps to side with left
and right across his left foot, then right and
kicks his left across the right.
Two-step, two-step, two-step, two-step
Couple does four regular turning ( CW ) twosteps in circle to end in line of direction.
Repeat all.

Repeat, going in reverse line of direction, man
using his right foot, the lady her left, to do
the heel and toe portion.
It's a right, right, right
And a left, left, left
Both, both, both and
With couples facing each other, gentleman
pats his partner's right hand three times, then
the same with left, and then with both hands.
Knees, knees, knees
Both men and ladies face slightly to their own
left ( in opposite directions) and with both
hands leaning over slightly, slap their own
knees three times.
It's a right elbow, around you go
On to the next and stamp, stamp, stamp
Hooking right elbow with partners, two-step
CW around each other, then the man releases
the lady as he moves ahead to face the girl
who was just forward of him, facing her and
stamping ( not too noisily ) three times.
Repeat all.

PATTY-CAKE POLKA
Actually the earmarks of all good mixers are
a combination of interesting pattern, tinkling rhythm and simplicity. Here is another
very simple and very commonly done mixer,
the Patty-Cake Polka. It is done to various
tunes, but quite successful when done to
"Little Brown Jug." Columbia 20245.
Formation same as above, with couples facing
each other. (Gentlemens' backs to the center
of circle)
Heel and toe, heel and toe
Slide, slide, slide, slide
With the lady doing the counterpart, man
starts with his left foot, doing a heel and toe
twice, then sliding to his left ( lady to her
right), couple moves CCW in line of direction.
Heel and toe and heel and toe
Slide, slide, slide, slide

Walk, 2, 3, turn
Back up 2, 3, 4
The entire circle moves ahead in line of direction. The couples walk forward the first four
steps, then turning in toward partner, about
face and back up four steps going in same
line of direction.
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ALL-AMERICAN PROMENADE
A rather recent addition to the "mixer" family is the very rhythmic "All-American
Promenade", written by "Doc" Alumbaugh
of Altadena, California. Record : All American Promenade," Windsor 605, or any good
lively march tempo record.
Formation: Couples facing CCW around
room holding inside hands. Start on outside
foot.

Walk, 2, 3, turn
Back up 2, 3, 4
Entire circle this time moves in reverse line
of direction, the couples walking 4 steps forward, then individually turning in toward
partner, back up the remaining 4 steps.
It's away, together
As in one version of "Boston Two-Step,
couples facing line of direction, holding inside hands, take one step away from each orlthen one step together.
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ALL-AMERICAN PROMENADE —cont'd
And roll the girl across
Gentleman with a slight help from his right
hand allows girl to roll a half left face turn
from his right side to his left. The couple is
now standing a bit apart and holding opposite
hands ( man's left, lady's right) .
Together, away, and the girl moves back
The couple takes one step together, then one
step apart then with slight help from the
man's left hand, rolls a half right face CW
turn across in front of man, then with an extra
full right-face turn, moves behind and to the
outside of the man who is directly behind her,
ready to start all over again.
Repeat all.
THE VARSOUVIANNA MIXER
There are many different ways of doing this
favorite Mazurka as a mixer. Here is the form
commonly used in the Southern California
area. Word cues will be given for the simple
musical pattern. ( Four and four. ) The
dance will have to be adapted according to
arrangement used. One recommended record,
for instance, is MacGregor 398, which has a
four and four arrangement. This means that
the first part of the following figure will have
to be repeated. Here is the dance:
Formation : Couples in large circle facing
CCW in Varsouvianna position.
Sweep, glide, close
Sweep, glide, close
Sweep, turn and face the other way
A regular Varsouvianna step with the couple
moving forward in line of direction. On last
step couple retains Varsouvianna position.
Each individual independently makes a right
about face in place ( man pulling with his
right hand and pushing with his left) . Both
couples touch right toe, now facing in reverse
line of direction.
Sweep, glide, close
Sweep, glide, close
Sweep, turn and go the other way
Repeating first portion of dance, this time
going in reverse line of direction, then making
a left-about face in regular line of direction.
Both times the gentleman is on the inside of
the circle, and lady on the outside.
( Note : If MacGregor record or any 4/ 4 arrangement is used, the above will be repeated.)
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Sweep the girls to the center
Then back under your arm
Gentleman releases girl's right hand. With his
left he sweeps girl freely across in front of him
to inside of circle. He makes no turn but
faces in opposite line of direction. Both touch
right foot then back under. Man raises joined
left hand. Girl walks forward, making half left
turn to return to Varsouvianna position and to
her partner's right side.
Sweep the girls to the center
Then back to the next.
Gentleman once again releases right hand,
sweeps lady to inside of the circle so that she
faces reverse line of direction. Then starting
on right foot, lady moves diagonally back to
the outside of the gentleman who was directly
behind her in the circle. Assume Varsouvianna
position.
Repeat all.
There are others in the circle mixer variety
that provide fun and entertainment and achieve
the purpose of getting the dancers better acquainted with one another, but the above are the
old standbys.

"UNCLE" CARL

CARL MYLES (passed away March 1, 1951)
No single individual has had a greater part to play
in the growth and development of Square Dancing in
California than has "Uncle" Carl Myles. Born and
reared under the shadow of Pikes Peak in Colorado
Springs, Carl moved with his devoted wife Lucille
and his son Phillip to Los Angeles, California, after
his service in the First World War.
Beloved not only by the members of all the clubs
and groups he so religiously coached along the way,
Carl also brought pleasure to the thousands who
danced to his calling, whether in person or through
his records. The joy and happiness he has introduced
to so many through Square Dancing will live forever.
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SETS IN ORDER
SQUARE DANCE INSTITUTE la:
On the Monterey Penninsula

How would you like to combine a vacation
with square dancing in one of the most picturesque of California's beauty spots? Sets in Order,
with its first Summer Institute, from June 27th
to July 2, 1951, offers exactly that opportunity.
Open to both callers and experienced square
dancers, this Institute will have an exceptionally
competent staff plus guest instructors and will be
held at beautiful Asilomar on the Monterey Peninsula in Northern California.
The complete five-day course will include such
classes as the following: Instruction for Beginning Callers; Help for More Experienced Callers;
Basic Fundamentals of Round Dancing; More
Advanced Round Dances. It will also present
ways and means of Organizing Square Dance
Clubs and Associations; Use of the P.A. System
and Mike; Use of Records; and Co-ordination
with Music.
Location of the Institute at Asilomar, the National YWCA Conference Grounds, is in itself
incentive for a visit. Tucked away in the spacious
wooded acres by the sea are the housing facilities,
dining room, conference rooms, etc., which will
serve the students, Recreation facilities right on
the grounds include a salt-water swimming pool,
tennis and badminton courts.
San Francisco is only a hundred miles to the
north; Yosemite is 150 miles to the east. Asilomar is easy to reach by any mode of transportation. Twenty miles away is Salinas, on the main
line of the Southern Pacific Railroad between
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Regular bus
service runs between Salinas and Asilomar. Longdistance busses stop at Monterey daily. If you
drive, excellent roads will take you through
some of the nation's most beautiful country,
from any direction.
The Sets in Order Summer Institute staff of
competent and experienced instructors has been
carefully chosen. Let's introduce them to you.
Faculty head will be Bob Osgood, who will
cover a wide range of activity during the course.
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His just-completed Institute sessions across the
country, his experience as Editor of Sets in Order,
as conductor of several callers' schools, and his
work with television exhibition groups, will enable him to contribute to the Institute program in
many ways.
Visiting faculty member will be Ray Smith of
Dallas, Texas, who brings some six feet and
more of excitement in calling and an unmistablable Texas accent. Author of two books on
square dancing, Ray has also recorded an album
in his inimitable Texas style and is a really colorful figure in the square dance world. Sets in
Order is proud to have Ray present some of the
newer calls, plus basic figures.
Fenton "Jonesy" Jones is perhaps the best
known of all callers throughout the country,
largely because of his splendid recordings under
the MacGregor and Capitol labels. "Jonesy" is
famous for his singing calls and is the author of
a new singing call book.
Dale Garrett, another faculty member, was
the first president of the Associated Square
Dancers of Southern California. He will bring to
the Institute much knowledge on the forming of
square dance clubs and associations. Dale and his
wife Ruth will head the classes on Round Dance
Teaching Techniques.
Ralph Maxhimer, well-known for his Round
Dance instruction records on the MacGregor
label, will, with his wife Eve, present the daily
sessions in American Round Dancing. In addition, Ralph's experience in leading several Caller's
Courses will place him in an excellent position
to help with the Callers' Workshop Periods.
Remember — both callers and experienced
square dancers themselves are welcome at Sets
in Order Summer Institute. For additional information and specific quotations of the rates to
attend ( they are most reasonable) and an application form for registering, write promptly to
Sets in Order, Summer Institute, 462 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, California.
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nID ANYBODY ever hint to you that square
dancing might be slowing down a bit? Well,
Ginger and I wanted to see how things were,
first hand. Here's a brief play-by-play account of
what happened:
Editor's Note : Because there isn't nearly
enough room to say all the wonderful things
we would like to say about this event, we will
use a short-cut by referring to the following
stock paragraph, wherever it applies:
Paragraph A: The square dancers in this city
were perhaps the finest people it's ever been our
pleasure to meet. Their hospitality, their sense
of humor, and their complete and overwhelming
desire to pass this square dancing fun on to others
not only made us feel welcome, but makes us
want to return again.
Chicago: ( See Par. A ) —January 6th and 7th.
Brrrr. Square dancing in the Chicago area seems
to have advanced quite steadily. Dancers use a
combination of positions for the promenades and
swings, and in some areas designate the No. 1
couple as facing the caller, while in other areas
the No. 1 couple have their backs to the caller.
The expression on dancers' faces is the same here
as everywhere else. They danced for fun. Did
two dance sessions and. one caller's meeting, and
of course the before and after dinners and parties.
Marshall and Betty Lovett were our hosts.
Cincinnati: ( See Par. A ) Left Chicago by air and
arrived here just in time to start the morning
Clinic Session, with Gus and Marian Heismann
as our hosts. Square dancing is just getting a
strong foothold here, and has a great future
ahead. Spent Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
doing Institutes, Caller's Meetings and Classes.
Pittsburgh: ( See Par. A ) Don't ever look like
6

you're idle in Pittsburgh. Folks like Eero Davidson and his wife, Mimi Kirkell, Francis McNaught and a bunch of the others will either find
a dinner for you to attend, a television show to do
or something else to keep you on the go. They
don't sleep in this city. As in many of the other
places we stopped, the Y.W.C.A. deserves a great
amount of credit for the fine contribution it is
making to square dancing progress thru its
leadership and facilities. ( Note: You don't wear
"Western" clothes in the best cafes! ) Carnegie
Tech was the scene of our big dance Saturday
night. Teaching sessions were held Friday and
Saturday at the Y.W.C.A.
Boston: ( There's a right way to pronounce that,
you know. ) ( See Par. A ) This was the place we
were warned we would need to be most careful
of our manners and where folks would wear
tuxedos while square dancing. They don't, and
we ceased being worried as soon as Charlie Baldwin picked us up at our hotel and took us to our
Institute at the Boston "Y".
There are a few slight differences between
Boston dancing and Chicago dancing, Pittsburgh
dancing and Cincinnati dancing. One noticeable
difference was that in Boston, after an allemande
left, you return to your partner and do a couple
of clog balance steps. It takes an out-of-state
caller a little while to get accustomed to this, but
if you can weather the first hour or so, you're in.
It was noted here in Boston that the normal
speed of dancing was no less than in any other
part of the country. Had a chance to watch
Lawrence Loy call in his own wonderful style,
and noticed how quickly the dancers adapted
themselves to any type of calling .
Wareham, Mass.: ( Par. A ) Howard Hogue, our
host down here on Cape Cod, warned us that
dancing here might not be as advanced as in
other places we had been. Except for the fact
that the group hadn't been at it as long, perhaps,
they seemed to be doing a terrific job and having
a lot of fun. Many of the callers up here called
exactly the same style as we noticed in Milwaukee and in Chicago.
I wish we could mention all the callers and
dancers we met at the first meeting of the new
Callers' Association being formed in this area.
Folks from all over Massachusetts were on hand.
Charlie Baldwin conducted the meeting with
the help of Hogue and Loy and it looks as tho
another splendid callers' group is on the way.
Durham, N.H.: ( Par A ) Dr. Schultz of Durham,
New Hampshire told us when we met him last
"SETS", MAR. '51

summer that we hadn't lived until we took part
in an old-fashioned kitchen junket. On Friday,
Jan. 19th, we were really indoctrinated. There is
something about the old longways or contra
dances that is completely unbeatable.
While on the subject of contras, we can't overlook the important fact that we spent as much
time as we could work out with Ralph Page of
Keene, New Hampshire. We attended some of
his Institute sessions and had many a cup of coffee, just talking square dancing. When it comes
to the old-time line dances and quadrilles, Ralph
Page is truly a pastmaster. Incidentally, Ralph
promised us a blizzard and all we got was beautiful weather—about 50°above.
New York City and Area: ( Par. A ) What names
and what places! How we looked forward to
New York, and how pleased we were, getting to
know the Teffertellers at the Henry Street Settlement House. We enjoyed meeting Charlie
Thomas and visiting one of his dances in Woodbury, New Jersey. Talking with Rod LaFarge, Al
MacLeod and many, many others helped make
this part of the trip and our calling Institute
Sunday afternoon, January 21st; a real highlight.
And, we mustn't forget the Michael Hermans!
There is such a thing as taking a difficult dance
and making it look difficult, but when you take
a difficult dance, put it into a teaching technique
in a huge circle and make it come out as the
simplest type of dance form, then you are truly
an artist. That is our impression of how the
Hermans work.
Evansville, Ind,: ( Par. A) Wow! How cold can
you get! This is the place where you sweep the
snow off the sidewalks at 2 in the morning.
Never saw a place where callers and square
dancers were more eager to learn, to work together and make square dancing most enjoyable
for all. To Ginger and me, never having been
where weather was below freezing before, 23°
below zero was just a bit chilly.
East Lansing, Michigan: ( Par. A ) If you have
never worked with a bunch of college kids in
square dancing, you have a real thrill coming.
Over 120 turned out at Michigan State College
on Saturday morning February 3rd. The afternoon session jumped to almost 200. By the time
the evening came, our big dance had over 540.
Peg McKoane and her gang from the Promenaders Club, proved to be perfect hosts and
hostesses,
This is a place to watch, for when square
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dances can get into the colleges as a fun element,
then they're destined for a good long future.
Detroit, Michigan: ( Par. A ) The home of a
great many of our modern day motor cars is also
the home of a lot of wonderful square dancers.
And can they dance! There is very little difference in the dancing style in this area and back
home in Los Angeles. A session with the callers
brought us in contact with many of the folks we
had met in Colorado Springs and others we had
known thru the mail. Enthusiasm! These folks
would dance all night if you would let them. A
very good level of dancing, and lots of fun.
41t6L7
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The Michigan Square Dance Callers' and
Leaders' Association and Mildred and Lee Brennan proved to be wonderful hosts.
Milwaukee, Wisc.: ( Par. A ) A flight over Lake
Michigan, a special session with callers, an awfully big dance and a wonderful television show
made this visit to the stamping grounds of Doc
Newland, Dale Wagner, Mel Schoeckert, Howie
Bernard and all the others a truly wonderful experience. Had a chance to hear some of the Milwaukee callers, also to see an example of Milwaukee dancing. I might warn future callers
visiting this area, "learn something NEW before
you go to Milwaukee." Folks here seem to be
pretty well up on everything!
Kansas City: ( Par. A ) This was the second time
in Kansas City for us, and a greater opportunity
to get to know these people better. Frank and
Ursula Pecinovsky saw to it that we got a real
taste of Kansas City hospitality and fun. There'll
be more about this first "Sets in Order" dance
in a coming issue.
Phoenix, Arizona: ( Par. A ) It was Valley of the
Sun Festival time again; and Ginger and I, after
five weeks of freezing weather, stepped into the
82° sunshine of this desert capitol. It was truly
a wonderful dance. The Bradfords, Merkeleys,
Wessells, Bud Browns and the hundreds of others
we had met before, showed us that Phoenix
square dancers, like square dancers all over the
country, are the nicest people you can find. The
Please turn to Page 33
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Editor's Note: There is perhaps, with the exception of such words as Sashay, Do -si-do, and

one or two things, no term in square dancing more controversial than the term, "Box the
Gnat." Here are a few things it means in different parts of the country.
T_
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They all join hands in a great big ring
And you circle to the left with the pretty little thing
Now you box the gnat
Give right to corner and exchange places, walking past each other, the lady turning with
a left-face turn under the man's right arm.

11
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Box the flea
Pertains to left hand with same person, girl walking forward, does a right-face turn, back
to original position.
Box that pretty girl back to me.
Once again, right hand the corner, exchange places with girl doing a left-face turn under
man's right arm, then keeping right hands joined girl walks behind man back to original
position. Man and girl then face their own partners.
Box the apple
Man gives left hand to partner, and exchanging places, lady walks in front of man,
making a right-face turn to face each other in opposite position.
Box the pear
Now take right hands and repeat the procedure getting back to original starting position.
Box that pretty girl over there
Left hand to partner, exchanging places, with the girl turning under man's left arm walks
behind partner, retaining left hand for portion of trip until back to original position.
(In this adaptation of the dance, always start with corner by the right hand and follow up
by going through the figure with your partner by the left. This can be done with 2, 3, or 4
couples active in the square. )
Box the Gnat ( as done in Texas)
Box the Gnat! One, two, three
All break hands in the circle. Corners face each other, join righ thands and change places
in the circle. ( With right hands joined and raised, the lady moves straight ahead, turning
CCW into the gent's position—and the gent moves forward, backing under the lady's
raised right arm and turning CCW into her position.) Drop hands. On the count of
`three', clap hands.
Box the flea.
Corners, facing each other, join left hands and go back to their original places in the
circle. ( With left hands joined and raised, the lady moves straight ahead, turning CW
into her own position—and the gent moves forward, backing under the lady's raised left
arm and turning CW into his own position. This time the gent does not release the
lady's left hand.
Box that pretty girl back to me.
The gent, still holding the lady's left hand, swings her around behind him, while he faces
into the center of the circle, and puts her on his right side. He does not release her
left hand until she is on his right, and then he catches her left hand in his right hand.
The circle re-forms, and each gent as a new corner The call is repeated until each gent
has his partner back on his right.
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SASHAY 41111U1F AND SIDS CITE- IN
As Called in California. Call by John Williams of Houston, T exas
First and third bow and swing
Forward up and back to the ring
Forward again and opposites swing
Face the sides, you're gone again

After first and third couples have swung their opposites, they turn and face side couples
with new partner.
Split that couple to the outside track
Swing the same girl coming back
No. I man and No. 3 lady walk between and around No. 4, gent to L---lady to R. No. 1

lady and No. 3 man walk between and around couple No. 2, then back into center and
swing.
Now face to the middle, just you four
Pass right thru across the floor
Active couples face each other in middle of set, pass right shoulders and face other side

couple.
Now split that couple as you did before
Back to the center and swing some more
No. 1 man and No. 3 lady now walk between and around couple No. 2, and No. 1 lady

and No. 3 man walk between and around No. 4 back to the inside of set and swing.
Pass right thru, just you two
And swing that girl behind you.
Active couples face each other in middle of set and pass right shoulders. Men swing girls
behind them, who are original partners.
Circle up four and around you go
With your back to your own home town do a do-pas-o and don't fall down
Active couples No. 1 and No. 3 circle four in the middle of the set and stop when they

have backs at home position.
Partners left with the left hand 'round
Your OPPOSITE girl with the right hand 'round

Still in the same working group, couples No. 1 and No. 3 do a do-pas-o in that group
of four.
Back U) your hone-y- with the le-ft hand 'round
Sides cut in, Corners all with the right hand 'round
No. 1 and No. 3 couples now pull corners into action in the do-pas-o by turning them

with right hand.
Back to your honey with the left hand 'round
Your corner girl with the right hand 'round
Back to your honey with the left hand 'round
Sides cut out, the OPPOSITE girl with the right hand 'round
No. 1 and No. 3 couples now work together again in the do-pas-o figure, as side couples

go back to place.
Back to your honey with the left arm 'round
Home you go and swing, swing, everybody swing.
Repeat for second and fourth couples.

Any good hoedown music will do for this dance.
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VARIATION OF
LADIES' CHAIN 3/4 'ROUND
( 1) Head two couples forward and back
Ladies chain three-quarters 'round

Head ladies meet in center of set and turn
clockwise 3A with right forearm hook.
Gents go LEFT around the town

Head gents go to left around outside of ring
and take opposite ladies out of ring between
side couples as at end of ladies' chain.

Chain em in to the center once more

Active gents put ladies back into center of
ring, where they again turn clockwise 3/4 with
right forearm hook.
Gents go one fourth more around the floor

Active gents move to left again and at opposite position from original again take ladies
out of center ring.
Chain 'em in, we'll do some tricks

Active gents put ladies back in ring and move
one position to left as ladies turn.
Pick 'em up like pickin' up sticks

Active gents take ladies out of center.
Chain 'em in as you always do

Active ladies chain in again
No go home and spin 'em a few
BEA AND BARRY BINNS

The Binnses of South San Francisco were first
exposed to square dancing in Los Angeles during the war. After six months of Bea's persuasion
Barry finally went to his first square dance. He
decided that was fun and when Ray Shaw suggested he do a little calling, he was really on his
way. During a stay in San Diego, Barry studied
with Texas' Jimmy Clossin and then the Binnses
were job-moved to their present home. Failing to
find any clubs in the Bay area devoted to their
beloved squares, they organized the 49ers, now
three years old. Barry was a Charter Member of
the Callers' Association of Northern California,
organized in 1949, and Bea has been a member
for a year. Both the Binnses have had work with
Scouts in programs and camp direction and have
always enjoyed singing. Barry is an audio hobbyist, as well, and never has a new P.A. set more
than a few days before he has made some alteration in it. Bea always assisted Barry in working
out the call-patterns, so it was not a difficult step
for her to take her turn behind the mike. They
are both intensely interested in making square
dancing more available to more people. The
Binnses are Sets in Order representatives in the
Bay Area.
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Partners meet at original positions and everybody swings.
(2 ) Head two couples forward and back
Ladies chain three-quarters 'round

Explanation the same as in variation ( 1)
Gents go one fourth 'round the town

1st and 3rd gents move one position to right
around outside of set.
Gents chain in as the ladies chain out

Active gents take partners out of center of set,
leave them at positions 2 and 4 and return to
center of set.
Gents three-quarters turn about

This time gents instead of ladies turn 3/4
around in center of set while ladies move one
position to right outside set.
Now ladies chain in as the gents chain out

Active ladies take partners out of center of set
with left forearm hook and return to center
of set.
Ladies turn the center route

Ladies turn clockwise 3/4 around again.
Now gents chain in one more time

Again gents instead of ladies return to center
of set.
Ladies go home, you did it fine.

Ladies meet partners at original positions and
everybody swings.

• DO YOU SUBSCRIBE TO SETS IN ORDER ? •
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FREEMONT
HIGH SCHOOL PARTY

where boys and girls from many schools meet in
a social situation. The enthusiasm manifested by
the students and teachers, who also joined in the
dancing fun, was ample proof that such social
activities are welcome.
Miss Carolyn Mitchill, who along with Edwin
Wise, sponsors the Covered Wagon Reelers,
called the programmed squares, with guest tips
being called by Arthur Schuettner, Chips Aurand, Martin Trieb, Dave Haskell and Chittenden
Bell. Miss Mitchill initiated the Fremont Jamboree in 1949, and the opportunity to attend
them has become a coveted one among the Los
Angeles High School students.

N January 5, 1951, the Covered Wagon

O Reelers of John C. Fremont High School

played host to square dancers from eight other
Los Angeles schools. Girls in gingham danced
with boys in plaid shirts and levis. Schools represented were Banning, Gardena, Marshall, Narbonne, and Roosevelt High Schools; Pepperdine,
Los Angeles City College, and Compton Junior
College.
Girls of various schools join in athletic activities; boys travel to other schools to compete in
athletic events; but this Jamboree is the only
activity in the Los Angeles City High Schools

ON THE COVER...
A "natural" for this month's cover of Sets in Order
is "Caller" Bugs Bunny. The Western togs aren't
new to Bugs because in one of his starring pictures, "Hillbilly Hare" he calls a square dance.
This particular Warner Bros. cartoon was directed
by Bob McKimson, a square dancer, and produced
by Eddie Selzer, another loyal patron of square
dancing.
It's interesting to note that all three directors at
Warner's Cartoons are square dancers. McKimson,
Fritz Freleng, and of course our own cover artist,
Chuck Jones.
In this way we send Easter Greetings to you all.

%`SETS", MAR. '51
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•Earl Rapp, Bakersfield

•

Bakersfield
Chappie Chapman, M.C.■

KERN COUNTY CALLERS' ROUNDUP

N January 21, 1951, the Memorial Hall in

O Oildale, California, rang with vibrant
voices as sixteen callers from widely separated
parts of Kern County got together for their first
Callers' Roundup_ The idea was to promote
good will and harmony among the county's
square dance clubs and interest and attendance
surpassed all expectations. These Roundups will
be held approximately every two months and
proceeds will go to charity organizations. The
first one benefited the March of Dimes. Kern
County communities represented were Ridgecrest, China Lake, Red Mountain, Little Rock,
Johannesburg, Taft, Fellows, Kernville, Isabella,
Masco, Di Georgio, Bishop, Belridge, California
Hot Springs, Delano, and Oi!dale. Even Lancaster, tho' not within Kern County, was represented. Accompanying photographs show some
of the crowd and the callers at the mike doing
their durndest.

•

Callers Chapple Chapman and Lee Cook talk it over as
the crowd dances merrily on.

• Ken Updegraff, Bakersfield

••••••

WESTERN SAN GABRIEL JAMBOREE
Two whooping sessions, afternoon and evening, on February 11th, made up the most recent
Jamboree for the Western Square Dance Association of San Gabriel Valley. Set at first outdoors
at the new Square D Ranch in Glendora, the
dancing had to move inside to avoid the evening
showers. Dancers' spirits were not dampened,
however. The afternoon session had " jonesy"
Jones as M.C.; fourteen callers to dance to; Jack
and Shirley Pattison exhibiting the lovely, gliding Viennese Waltz; and Paulus Stone enacting
a gorgeous female caller with falsetto voice,
blonde wig and fancy gown. The evening session was M.C.'d by Stu Wilson, of TV fame, who
duet-ted with his pretty Lorraine about, "The
City Dude's Stealing our Stuff." Frank and
Carolyn Hamilton gave a smooth version of one
of the Varsouvianna figures, and the Donhoff
Brothers did a take-off on eager beaver square
dancers at their first public dance. Both Jamboree
sessions were well-attended and door prizes,
donated by local merchants dealing in square
dance togs, were given to happy winners. Russ
Huestis, president of Associated Square Dancers,
and Carl Anderson, President of Cow Counties
Association, were in attendance. Jack Barbour's
hoedown music set the danceable pace for the
whole thin..

• ....

•••• •

DANCE
BENEFITS
TIM T VI1/1111111
11.ULL1 WUIJIJ

GUILB
a THE COMMITTEE. The hard-working group of San Fernando Valley square dancers
who did such a good job of putting over the benefit dance. Mrs. Anne Lehr, of the
Hollywood Guild, is seated at M.C. Ralph Maxhimer's left in the front row.

R iverside Breakfast Club in Glendale, California, was the scene, on February 4th, of a wellnigh perfect square dance. So well-planned was it and so much fun, that the afternoon swung away
almost before the dancers could realize it. Forty sets, all the hall could comfortably hold, squared
off to meet the best calls of Ed Gilmore, Fenton (Jonesy) Jones, Paul Pierce, Jim York, and Master
of Ceremonies, Ralph Maxhimer. Sparked by the music of the Rhythmtrix, the Ozark Hoedowners,
and Mrs. Scott and her Music, the callers were inspired to top performance.
A committee of square dancers, headed by Marion De Sousa, planned the dance for the
benefit of Anne Lehr's Hollywood Guild, the organization which has done so much for service men
and women. The probability of re-opening the Hollywood Canteen plus the continued work among
local military hospitals, prompted the benefit. All facilities were donated. Mrs. Lehr, present at
the dance, was impressed with the beauty of the floor as the dancers performed the figures in the
gaily decorated hall.

• "Jonesy" at the mike watches the crowd respond to his peppy calling.

• Irene Bacon and Jerry Jerabek do their "Tea
for Two."

00111E OtiTsint
IN PICTURES
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The Alamo Allemande Club stars a round in
the Corral at San Antonio, Texas, during its
Thanksgiving party on November 28, 1950.
Judge Roy Bean's "office" forms part of the
Corral's decoration and a stage as well, while
western murals flank it, adding to the colorful
effect. Mrs. Victor Braunig, wife of the club's
President, is shown dancing with Otto Hegemann, Vice-President, in center foreground.

Ross White, of St. Louis, Mo., who
calls for groups of teen-agers in St.
Louis County. He has introduced the
activity to teen-agers in two counties
in Missouri. The young people have
picked it up and are going strong.

Lee Bedford, Sr., of Dallas, Texas,
Chairman of the sponsoring committee
of the Southwestern Square Dance
Roundup Festival, to take place March
23 and 24 at the Agricultural Building, Fair Park, Dallas.

Teen-age square dancers from Eastern High
School in Detroit, Michigan, dance for the Electric Theatre Television program over WXYZTV. Art Erwin, athletic director at the high
school, is doing the calling, as the youngsters
"dip and dive" in surroundings appropriately
atmospheric.

%
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ORIGINAL DANCE BY DR. ROGER KNAPP

RECORD: "Third Man Theme," Decca 24839, 4 meas. introduction.
METER: 4/4
FORMATION: Couples in Varsouviana position, facing CCW around hall.
DANCE:
Meas. I Heel and toe with outside foot in double time. (Man's left, lady's right.) Repeat heel and
toe pattern.
Meas. 2 Two two-steps straight ahead.
Meas. 3-4 Repeat meas. 1-2.
Meas. 5 Heel and toe once again.
Meas. 6 Man steps in place as he lifts lady's right arm over her head as she two-steps slightly ahead
and couple finishes with hands crossed at shoulder height, man with back to center of circle.
Meas. 7 Man two-steps back and lady two-steps towards man.
Meas. 8 Repeat, man two-step balances back on his left, lady two-step balances forward on her
right. Man two-step balances forward on his right, lady two-step balances back on her left. Repeat
measure seven.
Meas. 9 In closed dance position, two two-steps, turning once around to face CCW.
Meas. 10 In open dance position, four walking steps straight ahead_
Meas. 11-12 Repeat meas. 9- 10.
Meas. 13-14 Four two-steps, turning twice around.
Meas. 15 Still in closed dance position, a four-step pivot, turning once around.
Meas. 16 Man twirls lady into Varsouviana position, ready to start dance anew.
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GREEN SHEET
OF LOCAL SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA NEWS

NO. CALIF. GROUPS IN FULL SWING
NEWS NOTES FROM NORTHERN CALIFORNI

A

By Bea Binns
An Association is Born..... February 4th marked the
official founding of the Association of Square Dance
Clubs, with 13 local dubs represented. A selected
committee will draw up a rough draft for the constitution, patterned after that of the Associated Square
Dancers of So. Calif. A nominating committee was
appointed by the temporary chairman, Walter Wells,
who substituted for Harley Newman.
A new group under the able
The Bug Has Bit
leadership of Charlie Bassett, the "Singing Caller"
from Mill Valley, is primarily for the employes of San
Quentin Prison. Asst. Warden Douglas Riggs has
been most helpful in organizing the group, and he
and his wife are among the 50 or more new square
dancers.
29 callers took their turns
Square Dance Jamboree
calling to the excellent hoedown music of Sidesaddle
Sam and His Four Spurs at the January Jamboree in
Kentfield. Ken Samuels, Paul Otis, Dan Allen,
Charlie Reindollar, Frank Schoening & Charlie Ba ssett
with Bill Owen
were on the Callers' Committee
Chairman.
,

,

The Calico Square Club, an open
New Officers
advanced group in San Leandro, has Al James, P res.,
Claire Harrison, Sec.-Treas., and Jeannette Brauer,
Program Chairman. Oscar Reed is the caller. The
Belles and Beaux of South S.F. have elected Oreste
Zampatti, Pres., Jack Storer, Vice-Pres., Alice
Brogger, Sec., and Carl Brogger, Treas. Red Fuller
calls for this group. The Sashay Club, San Jose's
original square dance group, installed new officers
in February, namely, Pre.,Jack Walrath; Vice-Pres.,
Kenneth Clark; Sec., Elsie Mabee; and Treas.,
Frances Sherman. The Square Shooters, San Jose's
teen-age club directed by Kenneth Clark, have chosen
Jerry Mutz, Sally Vogel and Barbara Dale as officers.
Callers' Association News The 4th Sunday of the
month will be regular day for Assoc. meetings, alternating afternoons and evenings. 10 new members
were admitted in January, bringing the total to more
than 200 in 2 years. A big turnout at the Contra
Clinic Jack Sankey conducted in January indicated
an increased interest in longways dances. Another
new branch of the Callers' Assoc. was formed in the

Santa Clara Valley February 11th, at which time
Bob Owsley, Georgia Clark, and Bud Helms were
elected officers.
March 11, monthly Federation
Coming Events
Festival, S.F. Armory, where members of the Callers'
March 31, Pioneers Club Open
Assoc. will call
June 3, Callers' Jamboree
Party, S.F. YWCA
outdoor bowl in Larkspur. Proceeds go to charity.

MONDAY

TO

FRIDAY

The Torrance Recreation Dept. announces an
open week-end dance in the Civic Auditorium at
Cravens and El Prado in Torrance, 2nd and 4th Fridays of every month. This dance replaces the every
Monday dance that has been popular for tw o years,
possibly offering an even better night for those who
enjoy a good, high-level dance. The Torrance Civic
has a splendid floor, excellent acoustics, and Clarke
Kugler, outstanding for his calling clarity and teaching ability, calls for the dances.

WHOOP DE DOGS WHOOP REGULARLY
The Westchester Women's Club wishes to announce that their sponsored club, The Whoop-de-Doos,
is still in operation in the clubhouse at 8020 Alverstone. Fact i s, this open intermediate group is one
of the most popular and flourishing in the southwest
area, with Clarke Kugler as the regular caller. Club
meets the 1st, 3rd, 4th and 5th Tuesdays of each
month.
On the fifth Tuesday in January, the Whoop-deDoos had a highly successful party night, with Orrin
Benedict, Lee Boswell and Dale Curtis joining the
regular caller for turns at the mike. The group is
under the able direction of Florence and Albert Duim.

LOYD COLLIER IN SAN DIEGO
The Balboa Park Club, in San Diego's beautiful
Balboa Park, will be the scene of an Institute on
March 1, 2, 3, 4th, conducted by Loyd Collier of
Dallas, Texas. Price for the full 4 days' instruction
will be only $1.50 per person. The San Diego Association, sponsoring, feel they want to give the dancers
something valuable that will not be prohibitively expensive. Write Helene Sherman, Association President, Rt. 1, Box 324-B, Alpine California, for tickets
to the Institute. It should certainly be well worthwhile.
17
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SAWDUST QUOTES

CLUB VISIT "POME"

February 6, it was "Promenade eight"
For a square dance party really great.
The Hicks and Chicks came to do-si 'round
With Brentwood's Silver Spurs, and everyone found
That both of the callers were in wonderful form.
George Elliott called one tip, and then Ray Orme.
"The Hicks" swung around with the Silver Spur gals,
And the "Chicks" had Silver Spur men for their pals.
So we danced all night to George's do-si-ding
And clapped right hard when we heard Ray sing.
'Twos a marvelous evening and believe us, when
It ended, we said, "Let's do it again!"
-Virginia Scott, Santa Monica

RAY ORME FOR JIM MUNYON
On Friday, February 16, Ray Orme took over Jim
Munyon's calling duties for the Clover Leaf Club,
following Jim's resignation to go into government
work at China Lake. On Friday, February 2, ❑ farewell dance was held for Jim, and in addition to presenting Rayto the group, other guest callers appeared
to lend variety to the evening. Ross Christianson,
Johnny Velotta, Arnie Kronenberger, and Johnny
Savage were among the visiting callers. Bob Paden,
Clover Leaf President, invites any square dancers
who enjoy a fast, high-level dance to come and join
the fun at Ocean Park Auditorium in Santa Monica,
E st and 3rd Fridays.

SOME CHANGES MADE
ith the beginning of a new year, Jim Williamson
stituted a new policy with his Huntington Beach
ante groups. His high-level Saturday night dance
seemed to leave behind people who wanted to dance
more for fun than intricacy. For these dancers Jim's
Wednesday night group was changed from beginning
to intermediate level, with emphasis on having fun
rather than working with styling. The rapid build-up
of this group, with dancers coming from Bakersfield,
San Diego, Riverside, and the San Fernando Valley,
suggests that there are a lot of square dancers who
have no ambition to become experts but would as
soon remain at the intermediate level. Calls for
both groups are the same; the difference is ❑ matter
of tempo and breaks. On first Saturdays of the month,
Jim Williamson calls with Walt Woodham and Cliff
Curtis; on the second with Cliff Curtis and Walt St.
Clair; on the third with Jack Hoheisal and Cliff Curtis;
and on the fourth with Walt St. Clair and Cliff Curtis.
Dances attain interesting variety in this procedure.

SETS OUT OF ORDER DANCE
: "Sets Out of Order", a callers' organization
-called because callers are generally "outof order "
n the square dancing floor, presented a "thank you"
11011
hoedown on February 4th. The occasion was their
first anniversary and took place at Bill Mooney's new
mammoth quarters at 1920 E. Alosta, Glendora. Sixteen callers participated in calling for representatives of their various clubs, who made up the more
than sixty squares of dancers. The idea was unique
in that the callers footed the bill for this shindig.
The two intermissions of the evening were filled with
entertainment furnished by Dave Clavner's teen-age
exhibition group, "Red River Gals and Pals" and
the western-style music of "Grandma's Square Dance
Band". The Cactus Twisters played for the dancing.

Prez Dick Nason, of See Saw Squares, who meet

at Buckaroo Town Hall with Dale Garrett calling,
continues to put out a chatty monthly bulletin for
club members called, "Sawdust", so quote-able it's
hard to resist printing the whole thing. The club,
noted for the variety, tricks and kicks it brings to
each dance, picks up ideas and makes them workable.
In the February bulletin, Dick says, "We have been
asked if Dorothy (his taw) and I think up all of the
See Saw stunts. The answer i s, 'No'. For example,
George Marlow talked to a friend who knew of another
club who had used a Bingo idea. Practically no details were available but George reported the IDEA to
the Board. We took it from there. In one issue of
Sawdust we asked if any members had hidden talents.
Dave Tautrim came through with a photo enlargement
of ex-Prexy Bob Blaine and Dot Regan. Walt Rising
thunk up one gag. The plumed hat for Dale just happened...The gals' get-togethers usually produce some
nutty notions. All we need is the germ of an idea.
We can carry it out."

STARLIGHT SQUARES
An enthusiastic group, proud of their club, are
the Starlight Squares, who meet at Sun Valley Junior
High on Tuesday evenings. Tabbed as their instructor
and caller is Glen Story of Van Nuys, who also appears on Leo Carrillo's Sunday evening T.V. show.
The Starlighters are growing fast, with some fifteen
to twenty squares showing up at each of their meetings.

SQUARE DANCERS INVITED
Looking for a good open square dance? President Howard and Jean invite those who are to the
Orchid Squares, who meet first and third Saturdays
at Orcutt Park, in Canoga Park. Joel Orme calls
first Saturday; Arnie Kronenberger the third, so
note it for the book.

TRI-COUNTIES NEWS
By Nadine Cook
At their annual election meeting on Saturday,
Feb. 10, in Santa Barbara the Tri-Counties Association elected the following officers for the coming
year: President, Harry L. Brown; Sec., Blanche
Sei f; Treas., Frank Brandon; Historian, Clarence
Lane; Round-Up Chairman, Joe Gerdes; New Club
Service, Paul Nelson; Public Relations, Cecil Cook;
Directors-at-Large, Jerry Morris and Dave Evans;
Sets in Order Staff Representative, Cecil Cook. Retiring officers, who have done a lot of groundwork organization for the Association were: Cecil Cook,
Boots. Clodfelter
Ray Elliott, Stewart Mackenzie
Gene Barber, Ferdinand Sorensen, Edward Aasted,
,

H. L. Brown, Paul Nelson and Helen McFadden.
After the election meeting the new .board members were guests of the Fairs and Squares Club,
where they danced to the calling of Bruce Johnson;
and also of the Lariat Swingers Club, where they
danced to Art Merrifield's calls and were served
refreshments.
The Lariat Swingers, by the way, are sporting
new tie slides and pins of sterling silver, with the
letters IlL.S." superimposed upon a coiled lariat
1-11 rt rr y
Fox of
--..
rope. The design C'S

Santa Barbara.

MUNYON MAKES MOMENTOUS MOVE
The bay area and all Southern California will
miss Jim and Carole Munyon who pulled up stakes in
February and took the family to new surroundings and
new work.
Accepting an assignment asa civilian technician
with the Naval Ordnance Training Center at China
Lake, Calif., Jim will embark on ❑ new career and
while he regrets having to leave old landmarks, is
happy with the promising future ahead. Residing on
the grounds of the training center they will be only 9
miles from Inyo Kern and it is not unlikely Jim will
be calling for some "off work" groups before too
long.
Among the local groups who will miss him are
the Clover Leaf Squares, the Neighborhood Squares,
and the Kings and Queens, as well as other clubs
for whom he has been furnishing his excellent and
unique calling for the past five years and more.

PARTY "DOME"
On the night of January two-o,
That "gypsy" group, the Double Elbow,
Piled in their cars and travelled South
To "Let a little sunshine in their mouth".
With the Silver Dollars of Escondido,
They did a Grand Promenado,
To the Williams' Barn in San Marcos
And went right into their do-si-dos.
Then Silver Dollar Prez Wilfred Purdum,
Guaranteed the Southern Style wouldn't hurt 'em.
They sashayed all around the hall
And Mile High Ramblers' music was enjoyed by all.
Jim Sutton, President of Double Elbow,
Thanked Silver Dollars with a big Hello.
Food committee came right through,
With eats enough for an army, too.
Double Elbows agreed with a big "holler",
They all enjoyed dancing with the Silver Dollar.
-Gwen Mills, Silver Dollar, Escondido

HOT SPRINGERS
The Hot Springers Square Dance Club of Warner
Hot Springs, held their first graduation party just recently cat the Warner Hot Springs Guest Ranch. It
was a gala affair with a 7 o'clock dinner in the hotel
dining room, followed by ❑ program dance arranged by
Florence and Ben Fike, to the music of Eleanor and
Jay Warde Hutton, the resort band. Regular members
of the club were presented with "diplomas" and the
club- presented their instructor with a gift. Officers
of this group, organized in March, 1950 and member
of the No. San Diego Co. Association, are Art Taylor,
Tommy Wilson, and Nancy Wilson. Dancers come
every Wednesday night from Aguanga, Oak Grove,
Warner Springs, Ranchita, Mesa Grande, Julian, Ramona and Borrego, some of them making ❑ 60-mile
trip just for the dance.

JONESY PACKING THEM IN AT GLENDALE "Y"
The 1st and 3rd Monday dances at the Glendale
YWCA, 735 E. Lexington, are fast becoming some of
the most popular open dances in the area. Bill
Wallace, in heading up the activities, regards the hall
as not only very attractive, but soundwise it lets
e -v- ery sylltable come third, kidding to the enjoyment
of "J one sy' s" call ing.

SAN GABRIEL GABBY
By Neal
The Western Square Dance Associationof Son Gabriel
Valley's Annual Open Meeting for Club Representatives and Callers was a gay affair. Problems were
aired and there was such a big turn-out that all the
callers present didn't get their chance at the mike
to trip us up.
A bunch of us went down to Vista to help the
Silver Dollar Club celebrate their first anniversary in
the brand new barn built just for square dancing by
the Fred Williamses. It's complete with kitchen and
groaning boards and we groaned, too, after all that
food. Squarest decorations seen yet are the square
dance dolls made by Faye °berg! Had breakfast
with Betty and Walter, the "Calling" Clopines in
their orange grove. Ah! that air! Almost too sweet
for these city lungs!
Alhambra's Do Paso Club recently was made
happy by the return of Jack Hoheisal to calling.
New officers of the club are Harold James, C. H.
Blankenship, and the Philip Kempskys. This club,
which started about four years ago in ❑ cellar (tut-tut!)
grewso big and popular it had to make a geographical
split. The newer Do-Paso group now dances with.
very New Daddy John Donhoff.
The Buzz in' Boots of Altadena, ably headed by
Leah and Clarence McFarland, have put on some
Very Special parties lately, with special help from
Garnet and Duke McCue on special favors and refreshments, with our Very Special "Jonesy" calling.
The Belles and Bows, of San Gabriel Valley,
whose caller is Verne Lynch, have elected a really
active group of officers. Hazel Cornell is Prez; Bill
Bauer, Vice-Prez; Virginia Riffo, Sec.; and Al Boner
Treas.

This 'n' That Around the Valley
Barbara and Herb Lesher will wing their way up
to Medford, Oregon, where Herb will call for the big
Jamboree March 2nd and 3rcl...Paulus Stone made a
bid for being the biggest "woman" caller in the area
at the Western Association Jamboree. Loud, anyway!
...Joe "Flash" Fadler, will present his newest partrait study in March!...Absolutely no one in the
square dance field or any other pasture we've strc....yed
into lately, has the effortless side-splitting repartee
of Chuck Jones, January "Sets" Cover Artist!...
Celebs in our midst: Mildred Buhler, caller and
square dance editor of, "Let's Dance" from Redwood
City, and Peg Allmond of San Francisco, guests of
Doc Alumbaugh at Western's Jamboree.
Ellie Potter' s
Fashion Note of the Month:
frothy black net pinafore with petticoats to match.

HEEL 11•1* CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
Adding their fun to the numerous anniversary
celebrations hereabouts were the Heel 'n' Toe group,
whose third birthday was February 8th, in Glendale.
Members and guests had a gay evening, with entertainment by the Elks Quartet, Bob Stoever, a member
of the club at the piano; Glenn Story's zippy calling;
and a buffet supper served at the end of the dance.
The club is looking forward to another successful
year.
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SQUARE MEAL AND SQUARE DANCE

By Doris Drockton
The Square Dance Association of San Diego
aunty has been busy during the past months. Plans
had to be made for the Institute conducted on March
1,2,3 and 4th, by Loyd Collier of Dallas, Texas, for
intermediate and advanced dancers. Then there was
the square dance party for the Park Recreation State
Conference in Balboa Park; the one-evening session
conducted by Bob Osgood for Sets in Order on February 15th; and the 3rd Saturday night Roundup in
the Balboa Park Club, with Los Angeles' Wayne
Donhoff calling.
Enthusiasm ran high Friday, Jan. 19, when the
Huff 'n° Puffers tapp ed their feet to the tune of the
fiddle, namely the rtexas Stars, and the calling of
Frank Dyson. Climax of the evening came when Mrs.
Ed Strong, outgoing president, was presented with a
quaint brass and ceramic old-fashioned buggy
planter" as a thank you from the club. The laughprovoking "gift card" accompanying the package
turned out to be a full-sized pair of pantaloons gaily
and personally decorated with all the Huff in' Puffers
signatures in bright red!
San Diego County was well-represented at the
Phoenix Square Dance Festival February 9 and 10.
There were dancers from Texas, New Mexico, Utah,
South Dakota and California. Among San Diegans
who went over were the Kip Muses, Clarence Montgomerys, Al Drocktons, Van Van der Walkers, Earl
Mounts, and Pete Mighettos. One of the many highlights of the Festival wasthe dance for Out-of-Staters
at Bud Brown's Barn, held Saturday night, or rather,
irSunday morning at one

The North Hollywood Women's Club, 5629 Vineland Ave., are beginning a series of Square Dance
Dinners on the second and fourth Wednesdays. A
'phone call to either Mrs. Score at SU 2-4077, or
Mrs. Hartung at SU 2.8402 will hold ❑ reservation
for dinner. "Pat" Stierhoff, famous for her dinners
at the Lamp-Post in Toluca Lake, will prepare the
eats and Treg (Doc) Brown will do the calling. Emphasis will be on sociability and fun.

THE WEAL DRINK FOR YOUR CLUB . . .

Reat fold atilige
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A refreshing, tangy drink—ideal
for your dub or square dance
party. One gallon of this base
makes six gallons of REAL
ORANGE drink. Also available
in lemon and grapefruit base.

'
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OBTAINABLE IN TWO SIZES
By the gallon—makes six gallons
By the case of 24 six oz. cans—
(each can makes 36 oz. juice)
Contact
462 No. Robertson Blvd.
CRestview 5-5538

Los Angeles 48, Calif.

I enclose check ❑ money order [1] for the following:

$2.50

ets in Order, 1 year subscription
❑

1.50 ea.*

Cartoon Book—Grundeen

Square Dancing for Beginners
■

❑

❑

1.00 ea.*

Square Dancing for Intermediates

1.00 ea.*

Square Dancing—the Newer and Advanced

1.00 ea.*

Dancin' a 'Round

1.00 ea.*

Sets Binder

1.60 ea.*
Total

NAME

•

0.•

••

*Californians please add 3%
soles tax

ADDRESS
CITY

•••• •

STATE

end Orders to Sets In 0 r d e r

462 N. ROBERTSON BLVD.
LOS ANGELES 48, CALIF.

MUSIC IBOYK
by Maury Thompson and Dorothy Martin
( Authors of "DOWN THE LANE" )
RECORD: "Music Box Waltz"—Audio Video 193-194 ( vocal instructions on one side).
Measures Introduction—On the third measure of the introduction, promenade your
partner forward three steps and give her a right face twirl under your right
4
arm into a curtsey. Go quickly into varsouvianna position.
Meas.
These directions are for gent, lady does counterpart. Start on outside foot—
intro.
gent's left, lady's right.
A. Step left, bring right close to left; step right, bring left close to right.
1 —2
Walk six steps forward with the lady crossing to the gent's left while doing so.
3 —4
Repeat meas. 1-4 but on last two walking steps, raise right hands and turn
5 —8
slightly so as to face each other with arms stretched and crossed between.
9-10 B. Both sway to gent's left with a waltz balance—step to side with left, step
lightly on right close to left, change full weight back to left. Repeat to right.
Drop hands. Change places with two waltz steps passing right shoulders as
11-12
you cross.
Repeat measures 9-12 ending up in regular waltz position with gent facing
13-16
line of direction.
17-18 C. Two waltz steps with gent going straight ahead and lady backward—L-Rclose, R-L—close.
While gent takes six walking steps forward, lady does two right face turns
19-20
under the gent's right arm with six steps.
Repeat measures 17-20 ending in this next position:
21-24
D. ( The important thing to remember in this next phase is the position in which
you execute this step. The lady's left hip is held next to the gent's right hip,
both facing forward in line of direction, and remaining that way throughout
the next 24 beats or 8 measures of music. These steps will be done in such a
fashion that a group of dancers in a counter-clockwise circle will be able to
retain the circle as they dance. By keeping the girl close to the gent's right
side, the first three steps are done going forward, the second three steps will
be done going backward, etc., for 24 counts of music.)
Starting on outside feet—walk L-R-L, half pivoting to right on last step, now
25-28
back up—R-L-R, turning to right again, it's forward L-R-L, turning to right
again, back up R-L-R.
Repeat. Keep going in same line of direction thruout.
29-32
33-39 E. Now keep same position and both go forward as before—L-R-L, but on last
(Lady
step lady makes left face turn in man's arm so that she is now going forward
and he backward—R-L-R back to place and on last step lady turns right and
turns)
both go forward agai n —L-R -L.
(Gent
On last step gent turns right so that he is going forward and lady backwardturns)
R-L-R and on last step, gent turns left so that both are going forward againL-R-L.
(Both
Then on last step both turn toward each other to face other direction and go
turn)
forward—R-L-R and on last step both turn again toward each other and walk
forward again L-R-L.
40
The gent now twirls the lady right face into varsouvianna position ready to
start the dance over.
As you become familiar with part E, begin to move about the floor with it
and it will become a prettier figure.
Ending as the music ends, escort the lady to a chair in time with the music and bow.
—
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"handmades"
Swing & Sway
Shawl $22.50
Take a Peek
Bag . . .$4.95
All colors. Also Gold
and Silver Trim.
Order by Mail:
D. Satrang, 634 24th St., Santa Monica, Calif.
On Display: at "Sets", 462 No. Robertson, L.A.

Large stock of
riginal square dance dresses petticoats - pantelets - shawls

12325 Ventura Blvd., Studio City, Calif.

("From the Floor" is the Square Dancer's opportunity to take "pot shots" at "Sets In Order" or the
Square Dancing picture in general. Send your comments to the Editor, "Sets In Order", giving full
name and address. Unsigned letters will be disregarded.)
Editor's Note: "Looking Ahead" to the future of
square dancing, through the eyes of leaders
across the country, which we presented in the
January 1951 Sets in Order, drew so much vital
comment from our readers, we are herewith passing some of it along.

Phone SUnset 2-4302
Open Wednesday Evenings 'til 9 p.m.

"GENTS SWING IN"
TO

WOODRUFFS Men's Store
FOR

SQUARE DANCE TOGS
28 W. Main • Alhambra • AT 2-1640

ORIGINAL

DANCE
SQUARE'
JEWELRY

CLUB PINS! TIE SLIDES! RIBBON PENDANTS!
ell3=12,

Wear your Club's exclusive design! Send
a rough sketch of your Club initials,
name, or symbol—and the size desired.
State quantity required, and you will receive a beautiful design in color, created
by our artists, together with prices.

J. A. MEYERS & CO. INC.
1031 W. 7th St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

7 -)

Dear Editor:
I find the material in Sets in Order very useful
for my classes, usually most interestingly and
intelligently presented and a cut above the average in format. It is most gratifying to observe,
also, that there are some few leaders in the field
who are aware of language.
RICHARD FORSCH ER

Greenwich, Conn.
Please turn to page 24
Dear Editor:
I read with interest the opinion of so many
well-known square dance callers regarding the
future of square dancing. It occurs to me that
opinions from the dancers might throw a little
light on the subject because their interest must
be held for the movement to continue.
The experienced dancers bring in new recruits
as long as they are enthusiastic. I don't think
too many new dances answer the challenge and I
am sure the round dances have very limited possibilities in maintaining interest in the square
dance movement. However, I believe that variations of the old established figures, and combinations thereof will offer a continued challenge
to the dancers and prevent their being bored.

• DO YOU SUBSCRIBE TO SETS IN ORDER ? •
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By popular request—the Saturday afternoon "Workshop"
at Record Square is back
again. Please call for reservations.

WE SHIP ANYWHERE!
NEW RELEASES ON WINDSOR:
For the Caller
records. $1.75

—

Callers Professional Series-33 1/3 r.p.m., 61/2 to 7 1/2 minutes, 10" Vinylite unbreakable

No. 3101—Ida Red (Key A, Tempo 134)
Marmaduke's Hornpipe (Key D, Tempo 130)
No. 3102—Gray Eagle (Key A, Tempo 136)
Bill Cheathem (Key A, Tempo 132)
Gold Label Series-78 r.p.m., 10" Vinylite unbreakable records, up to 5 full minutes. $1.45
No. 7105—Old Fashionedd Girl (I Want a Girl)
Hurry, Hurry, Hurry!
No. 7106—The Thing-5(l)inging Hash (Seven calls on one record)
No. 7107—Manana—The Same Old Sheillelagh
The above records are also available with calls by "Doc" Alumbaugh and full instruction sheets in the
7405-06-07 series.

NEW RELEASES ON MacGREGOR:
MacGregor Album No. 8 with "JONESY" calling. Includes:
Old Fashioned Girl —Manana—Red River Valley—Cindy—Ocean Wave—The Girl I Left
Behind—You Call Everybody Darling and The Irish Washerwoman

$5.00

Singles: Without calls —
No. 645—Cindy — Levi's Plaid Shirt & Spurs

$1.05

No. 646—Oh Johnny — Darling Nellie Gray

$1.05

Round Dances: With instructions by Ralph Maxhimer —
No. 647—Alice Blue Gown

$1.05

No. 648—Tennessee Waltz

$1.05

No. 649—Alice Blue Gown — Tennessee Waltz (Musk only)

$1.05

Hoedown: Without calls —
No. 650—Left's Breakdown — Up Jumped The Devil

$1.05

Singles: With Calls
No. 651—Arkansas Traveler — Maxhimer Hash
Called by Ralph Maxhimer

$1.05

No. 652—Oh Johnny — Hot Time in The Old Town Tonight
Called by "Jonesy"

$1.05

NEW STORE HOURS:
MONDAY-1 P.M. to 9 P.M. • TUESDAY THRU FRIDAY-1 P.M. to 6 P.M.
SATURDAY-10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

• RECORD SQUARE IS NOW THE FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE for the new CALIFONE Model 24 MUV.
Ideal for the caller. A single unit, complete sound system. Write for further details.

4A/

N.. ReIBERTcnN BLVD_ LOS ANGELES 48, CALIF. • CR. 5-5538
We are located 1 1/2 blocks north of Beverly Blvd.

THE PUTTEE SHOP
912 So. Main St.

Los Angeles 15, Calif.
Phone VA. 9675

Justin Boots
Wester Boots
Tony Lama Boots
Acme Boots

Frontier Breeches
Western Shirts
Silver Mounted Belts
English Riding Boots
and Breeches

In, Discount With This Ad

"Letters" Continued
There are many ways of maintaining interest
in the old dances, by dressing them up with a
little color, such as throwing a "Box the Gnat"
into them with partners left and corners right.
You could do it in "Arkansas Traveler," "Split
Your Corners," etc. Encourage your callers to add
a little salt and pepper to the ham and egg dances,
with medleys as well as combination figures
where they flow smoothly from one into another.
Then have no fear for the future.
DR. C. H. BROWNLEE

H. TURD'...
MASTER OF WESTERN STYLING
Let the man who designs for leading cowboys,
radio and television stars supply your squaredancing needs.
ON DEMAND OF OUR CUSTOMERS —
We will be open WED. & FRI. Eve.
'till 8 P.M.; SUNDAYS 10-3
"Watch for the big sign with the little man"

13715 Ventura Blvd., Phone STate 4-0595
Van Nuys, Calif.

Really Outstanding

SQUARE DANCE FROCKS
PETTICOATS • PANTALETS • PANTALOONS
SKIRTS & BLOUSES

Complete Stock of
Square Dance Dresses
Also made to order

Catherine Elqle
106 WEST DORAN STREET
GLENDALE 3, CALIF.

CITRUS 11884

A SQUARE DANCE DUDE RANCH
In the beautiful Hill Country of

TEXAS
CIRCLE R DUDE RANCH, MEDINA
May 28 thru June 2

• Rickey Holden
teaching squares and calling

• Frank Kaltman
teaching new round dances
For information write Rickey Holden,
835 Erie Ave., San Antonio 2, Tex.
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Austin, Tex.
Dear Editor:
We are much impressed with Lloyd Shaw's,
"Happy New Year" and "Looking Ahead," in
which several of the prominent square dancers
over the country express their views on the
trends of square dancing during the past three
or more years, the present status, and the probable future of this most wholesome and friendmaking recreation.
We have just returned from a meeting of the
Officers and Directors of the Westerners Square
Dance Association. Everywhere we turn we find
square dancers wondering what the next year or
two will bring forth, and seriously considering
the best way to keep their clubs interested and
enthusiastic.
It seems to us that it might be a good idea for
you to reprint these three pages from the January issue in small pamphlet form so that clubs
all over the country might secure copies for
their leaders and possibly for the members.
Then, in future copies of Sets in Order, keep
telling us the best ways to perpetuate and keep
square dancing alive.
SID and HELEN WOODMAN
Sweetwater, Tex.
Dear Editor:
The comments by various leaders on the future
status of square dancing should be a warning,
especially those pessimistic comments. However,
let's take an optimistic view and what do we
find—that only a small portion of this great land
of ours is, shall we say, saturated with square
dancing. Perhaps Texas and California are, but
not the rest of the country. It is my contention
that up here in Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin and
the Dakotas, we have just scratched the surface.
Please turn to page 26
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CORNER of the SCARE

Some attractive dresses and accessories designed and made by our advertisers. These may be
ordered thru the CORNER OF THE SQUARE, by sending check or money order to "Sets in Order,"
462 No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48, California. Send waist and bust measurements and your
height. (No C.O.D.s, please.)

Hand-crocheted shawl in white
and all colors, with or without
metallic trim $23.00*; bag to
match $5.00*

Pretty pastel shadow-organdy with sweetheart neckline; beautiful full skirt, with
godets and bottom ruffle in contrasting organdy trim. $22.50*

CORNER
or TUE
SQUARE

Five-tiered sheer, with square neck and full
circle skirt; permanent-finish white organdy
ruffle trim. Fitted midriff; full bosom.
$23.50*.Worn with hooped petticoat $9.50*

Pantalets as in photo, with wide
eyelet trim $5.25*. Other styles
$4.20*; seersucker $6.25*. Camisole slip with wide eyelet trim,
zippered in back. $15.25*.
Simpler styles $H.25*

Imported patterned-organdy in red, black,
brown, or navy, trimmed in white ruffles;
beautifully fitted bodice and tiny puffed
sleeves. $33.50*—without ruffle treatment
up front of skirt $26.00*

*Postage included in price. Californians add 3% sales tax.

Adorable pastel chambray or broadcloth
with tiny-tucked organdy yoke. "Pouff''
apron removable. Skirt is full circle at the
top of the frill. Note the extra-full ruffles
$35.50* in broadcloth; $33.50* in chambray

SORRY, WE DO NOT HAVE A CATALOGUE AT PRESENT!

Ih'ejCORRAL

...Square Dance
Headquarters in Santa Monica

IS MOVING TO
504 WILSHIRE BLVD.
March the first
• Larger quarters
• Same high quality; same low prices
The CORRAL • 504 WILSHIRE BLVD.
Santa Monica, California • EXbrook 5-0346 • Open Friday Eves.

'letters" continued
Sure, we have successful festivals, held in a few
of the many communities; we have a callers'
association that is just starting to roll; we have a
folk dance federation and publish a magazine.
With all that, there are still many individuals
and communities that would like to share our
dancing. Look around your own locality and you
may find that same condition existing.
Why did square dancing spread? Because it
is fun and fun is contagious. No one can convince me that it was love of art, tradition, or
American heritage that caused the surge—it was
simply re-discovered fun! So, get that fun back

in there, not for just a few but for all. Get those
uninitiated folks into your groups, eliminate the
physical and mental endurance contests that have
become associated with square dancing. If this
is done, I feel that any doubts about the continuance of square dancing will vanish.

JOHN WALD
St. Paul, Minn.
Dear Editor:
After reading the opinions of the foremost
callers and instructors, I was very pleased to
notice the trend to get back down to earth in
square dancing. I have felt for some time that
it was going too far with all the new figures,

CALI PHONE the caller's partner
the 1951 MODEL 24MUV
411=111 MIMI NM

•IM

1■
•
■
••

America's Most Powerful
Single Unit

°

$1625

Plus
Excise 'fox

Complete Sound System

3 . speed transcription player
"Varipole" electrical variable speed
2-1 2" heavy duty loud speakers
Super power 24 watt peak amplifier
Inputs for 2 microphones
Combines to a single easily
Carried unit weighs 30 pounds
Other Califon.: Complete Systems from $99.50
Send for 1951 Catalogue Tsiday

"VARIPOLE" SPEED TUNING
This exclusive Califone feature permits a gradual
adjustment of turntable speed from 25% below
normal to 10% above normal at all 3 speeds.
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CALI FONE CORP.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
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twirls, frills, and contest stuff, both in dancing
and dressing. The whole thing sums up to this.
It is like a young tree that, with good care and
plenty of water will grow to be a large tree and
after a number of years, if it is not pruned back,
it will eventually die. So now is the time to prune
the branches on the largest tree in the U.S.A.the Square Dance Tree.

The
0,1k5Alirr
S e

EXCITING
NEW
SQUARE DANCE
DRESSES!

CLAUDE DANNELLY

EXCLUSIVE L. STEWART DESIGNS

Hurley, N.M.

Beautiful colorful square dance dresses—
Flattering, fitted lines—wonderfully full skirts.

Dear Editor:
I am especially interested in the observations
of the many leading callers. I noticed that where
there are callers' and teachers' associations, and
callers' and teachers' institutes, in that part of
the country there is more optimism. In other
localities there seems to be a doubt about the
progress of square dancing. We are about 80
strong here in Seattle in our callers' and teachers'
group. We feel that we have lots to do here yet
and are very optimistic for the next TWO years.
We are trying to keep the movement from having a "peak" by not forgetting the old dances and
still having enough new ones to keep balance
and interest.

13703 VENTURA BLVD.
SHERMAN OAKS, CALIF.--STATE 4-6644
ANNOUNCING . . .

The Northwest
Fone Dance Camp

DAVE DAVENPORT

Seattle, Wash.
on beautiful Lake Couer d' Alene, Idaho
Two sessions:
JULY 21-28, 1951
AUGUST 4-11, 1951

PALM, ,„

A week of intensive training for leaders in

• THE SQUARE DANCE

BILL MOONEY calling
Glendora Dancing Center

CLARENCE NELSON, SEATTLE
• THE ROUND DANCE
JIM & GINNY BROOKS, DENVER
AND EVERETT
• PRINCIPLES OF CALLING
DONALD MILLS, KIRKLAND

For information and application forms write
• Room for 90 squares
One side all open for ventilation
Perfect acoustics
Radiant-heated floor for cool nights
Expertly finished floor
40,000 foot paved parking area

J. T. McGINTY, Bus. Mgr.
208 Fifth Ave. South, Kirkland, Wash.

TUESDAY—Beginning Classes
WEDNESDAY—Advanced Classes
THURSDAY—Intermediate Classes
(rues., Wed., Thurs. nights,
Adult Education sponsored.)

LOS ANGELES HOLLYWOOD

FRIDAY—Closed Club Night
SATURDAY—High Level Open Dance

1920 E. Alosta — Highway 66
2 Miles East of Glendora
Telephone: Fleetwood 5-2673
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For the best in Square Dance Shoes
411 West Seventh St.

5619 Sunset Blvd.

TU 8762

GL 3744

SAN FRANCISCO
988 Market St., Room 412

• VISIT OUR FRIENDLY ADVERTISERS •
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THE OPEN SQUARES

"owtoarav v&ectolvev Oftea Sgaa4e Dawee4
Now covering all of Southern California
More than 600 dances listed each month
Nearly 100 Callers and Instructors
Send ONE DOLLAR for A FULL YEAR'S subscription to

THE OPEN SQUARES, Box 336-M, Pasadena 17, California
SquareDancified Advertising
ARE YOU A TRAVELLING CALLER? Outstanding callers are invited to contact Top
Notchers headquarters, Bruce School Inc., 624 E.
63rd St., Kansas City, Missouri, and arrange to
guest call at some outstanding dances. Telephone
DE 9074 or HI 3660.

doing a lot for square dancing will gratefully
pick them up.
PIANO: E. C. "Art" Dickes 5513 No. Cochin
Ave., Arcadia, Calif., FOrest 0-3749.

WANTED: Six pianos to be donated to a worthy
cause! If you have an old piano not being used,
notify Sets in Order at CRestview 5-5538 or 462
No. Robertson Blvd., L. A. 48, California. A
Y.M.C.A. camp in northern California that is

OUR BUSINESS IS
9119S fer DuDES fer D ANC 1 IC
Ask for
Stoik man
$8.95 up

Ask for
Oakland $9.95
Without embroidery $7.95
Washable
Form fitting • Pearl snaps

PASADENA, CALIF.
635 E. Colorado Blvd.
SY 6-2240
OPEN FRI. EVES.

Ask for
Promenader
$10.95
Ask for
Sheridan
$6.95
Washable
Form fitting • Pearl snaps

EL MONTE, CALIF.
522 W. Valley Blvd.
FO 8-3985
OPEN FRI. & SAT. EVES.

FEATURING H BAR C AND CALIFORNIA RANCHWEAR

• SEND US YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS FOR OUR MAILING LIST ! •
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HELP Oot eateit4
arid 2'
MAKE YOUR SQUARE DANCE LIBRARY COMPLETE
WITH THESE PUBLICATIONS BY
SQUARE DANCING FOR BEGINNERS
A glossary of terms helpful to the beginner, and a collection of some of the simpler standard square dances and
breaks. $1.00*

SQUARE DANCING FOR
INTERMEDIATES
1‘,
4

4

A

4

\•-)

Used by thousands of square
dancers to help in getting the
most enjoyment out of their
favorite hobby. $1.00.

SQUARE DANCING—THE
NEWER AND ADVANCED
DANCES
Contains nearly 50 dances, breaks
and pertinent information for
the further enjoyment of more
advanced square dancing. $1.00'

DANCING' A ROUND
Illustrated instructions on round
dancing by Virginia Anderson,
Ginger Osgood and Gracie Hoheisal. $1.00'

"HERE'S TO
SQUARE DANCING"
(CARTOON BOOK)
Written and illustrated by

FRANK GRUNDEEN
(SETS IN ORDER CARTOONIST)

Foreword by

BOB OSGOOD

$11.50*
Per copy

Plus 3 7. sales tax in California

4c Californians add 3% sales tax

SEND CHECK OR M.O. TO:
"SETS IN ORDER" • 462 No. Robertson Blvd. • Los Angeles 48 • Calif.

CHiCAGO PARK DiSTRiCT

SQUARE DANCE MANUAL
HAS BEEN COMPLETELY REVISED AND IS NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
•

Its 288 pages contain many new additions and revisions in square and folk dancing.

•

New pictures and diagrams make it the most complete manual for instructors, callers and
dancers that has ever been published.

■ Order directly from the publishers at $2.95 each plus 20c postage and packing. Send check
or money order. No C.O.D. please.

CALLERS WRITE FOR QUANTITY RATES

THE BEST FORD CO. • 5707 W. LAKE ST. • CHICAGO 44, ILL.

Dear Editor:
We enjoy Sets in Order more than we can
say and find it a tremendous asset to our Western
Square Dancing. We square dance as often as we
can and belong to several groups in the Bethesda
area of Washington. The members of these
groups are strict adherents of the Western style
and many of our callers are disciples of “Pappy"
Shaw.
We use Sets in Order as a guide for our new
dances and calls. It would be a great help if you
could index the dances and calls in each issue
near the front, to facilitate finding a particular
dance at a later date. I find myself having to run
thru a stack of issues each time I try to locate a
dance that I know appeared in the magazine.
We in the East would appreciate more information about Square Dancing events this side
of the Mississippi.
MRS. L. E. FRECHTLING
Washington, D.C.
( Editor's Note: Each January and July we print
indices of the dances which have appeared in
Sets in Order in the previous six months. We
could print more news of square dancing in the
east—if someone would send it in! )

eunicemaid

coliARF nAhlriNn
IN ACTION -flip the
pages and learn...
CEF

Learn by "seeing". Wonderful help in
"styling". First 2 "reels" of a series of
square dances. A Manning Hall "Flip0-Vision" Publication.

SEND

00

$1

Introductory price
tax included

TO: MERTON BINDERY
1014 E. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.

It's King's for SQUARE DANCE TOGS
at reasonable prices
Western Shirts

Full Line of Individual Fall
Square Dance Dresses

Frontier Pants $3.95—$19.95
Boots-wide toe, low heel $14.95

Accessories to match

Western Shoes 10.50

• Designedby eunice
Write for Attractive Picture Brochure
5611 W. Washington Blvd., WHitnoy 4595
Los Angeles, California
OPEN MONDAY EVENING

30

for Western
Wear

It's

Corner of Van Nuys Blvd. and Hamlin

6472 Van Nuys Blvd.
Van Nuys, California

ST. 5 2586
-

Open Friday Evenings
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WINDSOR RECORDS ANNOUNCES
THE NEW

CAI ERS SEWS
I

Callers no longer have to be plagued by short-playing
records that necessitate breaking rhythm and timing to
reset the playing arm. Windsor's new CALLERS' SERIES
features up to 7 1/2 minutes of steady music!

•

u.

Played at 331/2 r.p.m., the new records are grooved for
the standard 21/2 to 3 mil needle that also plays the 78
r.p.m. speed! No need to change needle or arm. Just set
the player at 33 1/3 speed and forget about the record until
the dance is finished. Leaves you free to concentrate on
giving your group an enjoyable and uninterrupted dance!
Here are the first two records in Windsor's new series
for professionals:
# 3101 "IDA RED" Key: A Tempo: 134 with
"MARMADUKE'S HORNPIPE" Key: D Tempo: 130
3102 "GRAY EAGLE" Key: A Tempo: 136
with "BILL CHEATHEM" Key: A Tempo: 132
All four tunes are played by the SUNDOWNERS BAND
and feature Lloyd Apperson on the fiddle, Art Wenzel on
the accordion, Red Roundtree on the banjo and guitar and
Candy Hall on the bass. All have a strong but not
squeaky" fiddle melody supported by a true and strong
downbeat rhythm. 10" Vinylite unbreakable record. $1.75

LATEST
SQUARE DANCE RECORDS
;
–
1 .7405: "OLD FASHIONED GIRL" and "HURRY, HURRY
HURRY"—called by DOC ALUMBAUGH. 10" vinylite GOLD
LABEL quality, full instructions
$1.45
#7406: "THE THING!" and "S(L)INGING HASH"—called by
DOC ALUMBAUGH. 10" vinylite GOLD LABEL quality,
full instructions
$1.45 stri

k tfr%% a a .
4f: 44

1
,

"fel.10. %

01 ,.::: '4,' ''`#*4,

416.110.1%. Il
lp4.11 jo.

16,10
.,1
1741,1, 44
#7407: "MAt■
JANA," called by AL McMULLEN and "THE..ear
..et`. : ik,'.
SAME OLD SHILLELAGH/' called by DOC ALUMBAUGH.
`,.,NiV:Kll"Ir
:''...1, -r ,
orc,...
• 0 11-10111.
10" vinylite GOLD LABEL quality, full instructions .. $1.45

These same records are available without calls in numbers

k'
l
's .4
N ‘:1
1r01 10

7105-06-07 respectively.

14- not stock et:HIT-yaw-record- titer we-ship-to you direct.
Add handling charge of 35c for all orders under four records.
Write for complete catalog.
-
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2808 South Baldwin Avenue, Arcadia, California. Atlantic 6-7542
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CALENDAR
OF SQUARE DANCE EVENTS
Mar. 2-3—Aggie Haylofters 4th Annual
Festival
Colorado A. & M., Ft. Collins, Colo.
Mar. 3—Mid-Tex Association Spring
Jamboree
Austin, Tex.
Mar. 3—Beaumont Council 1st Annual
Festival
So. Texas State Fairgrounds, Beaumont, Tex.
Mar. 1I—Minn. Folk Dance Fed. Festival
YMCA, Winona, Minn.
Mar. 23 24 Southwestern Rbundup Festival
Agric. Bldg., Fair Park, Dallas, Tex.
Mar. 31—New Mexico State Festival
N. M. M. I. Gym, Roswell, N.M.
Mar. 31—South Bend Festival
Notre Dame Drill Hall, South Bend, Ind.
Mar. 3I—Big Spring Jamboree
Coliseum, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Mar. 31—Tri State Roundup
Needles, Calif.
Apr. 4-7—National Folk Festival
St. Louis, Mo.
-

—

Apr. 7—Saginaw Valley Festival
Saginaw Audit., Saginaw, Mich.
Apr. 20-21—Houston Festival
Houston, Tex.
Apr. 27-28-2nd Annual Montana Festival
Columbia Gardens, Butte, Mont.
June 4—Callers' Association Jamboree
Larkspur ( Marin Co. ) , Calif.
VP4 ert E 7
V4,1 14 E r‘ ?

WE'VE FOUND A WAY
It looks like Sets in Order can be a big help
in the ever-increasing problem of the entertainment of visiting service personnel. Those who
were square dancers back in the old home town
are invited to contact Sets in Order the minute
they hit Los Angeles if they want to join the
local folks in some square dancing. Several tightly
"closed" groups in the Los Angeles area have
made it very evident that square dancing men
and women in uniform are welcome at their
dances. If we can in this small way add something to the off duty fun of the soldiers, sailors,
and marines, we want to do it.
-

During The Past 60 Days Dance Instructors In The West
Have Ordered Thousands of
TEMPO'S GREAT DANCE HIT

99

(ASK FOR TR1054)
The record which Jim and Ginny Brooks used in the creation of
their Round Dance "STUMBLING". 1000 plays guaranteed from
each face of the record, Complete instructions with each record.

• See Your Local Record Dealer •

TEMPO RECORD CO. OF AMERICA

32

8540 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 46, Calif.

1310 Callowhill St.
Philadelphia 23, Penna.

457 West 45th St.
New York, New York

P.O. Box 225
Avondale Estates, Georgia
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SATURDAY NIGHT AT

SUNNY HILLS

HIGH LEVEL DANCING • TOP CALLERS • FUN

ye an. Ralph
Max himer
Round Dancing
Thursday 8 P.M.

•

Paul Pierce
1st & 3rd

York
2nd & 4th

Jack Hutchins
2nd & 4th

.44Jim

Unexcelled Music — Good Acoustics — Excellent Floor
SUNNY HILLS RECREATION CENTER • Highway 101 • 1 Mile North of Fullerton

Eastern Trip—Continued
Festival this year reached tremendous proportions. Parties at Bud Brown's Barn, dinners here
and there and special exhibitions, including one
by Dave Clavner and his troupe from Los Angeles, made us feel that square dancing is in
just as healthy a condition as it was a year ago.
The big Fiddler's Contest this year was won by
last year's first-place man, Ardell Christopher
from El Paso, Texas.
Final note: It wouldn't be hard to fill all the
pages of this issue of Sets in Order, telling about
the funny and exciting things that happened to a

couple of square dancers in their first big look at
the world. We can say, as we said before, that the
folks everywhere were wonderful. We would
like to pay a special tribute to the orchestras
we had the pleasure of calling with. It was
an experience to call to bagpipes in Pittsburgh;
it was also a novelty to get to call to Polkas in
East Lansing; and the orchestra that gave out
with the hoe-down arrangement of The Lancers
was something we had never experienced before.
All in all, square dancers, musicians and all the
people connected with this great activity are
simply terrific! We thank you all! !

NSTITUTE
Affroaffzed ad 5
• Ray Smith
• Fenton "Jonesy" Jones
• Dale Garrett
• Ralph Maxhimer
• Bob Osgood

litotadeigeed

4044-rettot-

•da
i 0mal
On the beach of
the Monterey Peninsula

A week of concentrated knowhow on getting the most out of your favorite hobby.
Combined with a vacation in a most interesting and picturesque location. And
best of all—for the first time, it is OPEN TO CALLERS AND DANCERS ALIKE!

June 27 to July 21 inclusive
For information and application blank write:

SETS IN ORDER • SUMMER CLINIC • 462 No. Robertson Blvd. • L. A. 48 • Calif.
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SQUARE DANCE ROUND DANCE
RECORDS
(Instructions included)

1

,

I

4 4011 1

,\
t‘‘\\\\%

ASK TO HEAR 'OLD TIMER' RECORDS
AT YOUR FAVORITE RECORD COUNTER

Write For Our Complete Listing—and we will include FREE a complete set of instructions which accompnay
our records. (36 Squares & Rounds.)

OLD TIMER RECORD CO., 3703 N. 7th St., Phoenix, Arizona

MEET THE STAFF

Palabroi Ohaginahr
Dresses - From $11 95 to $21.95
Knit Shawls - $5.95 to $10.95
Pantaloons and Slips

• THE PARASOL

• BEA BINNS
118 Knoll Circle Dr.
So. San Francisco, Calif

428 W. Arbor Vitae,
Inglewood, Calif.,
• OR 1-2353

• FRICKS

• QUALITY SHOP

7018 Pacific Blvd.
Huntington Pork, Calif.

429 "E" St.
San Bernardino, Calif.

WE KNOW YOU WILL BE PLEASED

. . Follow your Favorite Caller
to the LARGEST SQUARE DANCE
SHOP in the West . . .

MERLE COLEMAN
One of the nicest things that ever happened
to Sets in Order was when Merle Coleman
walked in and with quiet competence took on a
job that might have made a less courageous spirit
quail. Merle is a helpful voice to those dozens of
folks who telephone the Sets in Order office
every day; she is a secretarial balance-wheel between the Advertising Department ( jay Orem)
and the Editorial Department ( Bob Osgood) ;
she routes the piles of daily mail; and functions
generally as a sort of super Girl-Friday. Her
sparkling good humor and utterly dependable
efficiency make an unbeatable combination.
Next to her new granddaughter, Merle is enthusiastic about square dancing, having received
instruction in one of Dave Clavner's fine beginner classes.
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ORIGINAL
STYLES

•
LARGEST
SELECTIONS

•
LOWEST
PRICES

A BUCK BERNIE Exclusive
Fenton Jones now calling your favorite dances

BULK BERNIE

311-13 SO. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

MU. 3881

FREE PARKING — ANY LOT
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Photo by Pete Manion

DRESS $18.95
APRON 7.50
SET

25.00
This carefully planned basic dress used by dancers in 4th Annual Folk
Dance Festival, Jan. 21, 1951, in square dance exhibit.

Keep it simple, keep it sweet. Another dress in our series expressing country freshness for square dancing.
This crisp, cool, tissue gingham dress, full and tierred, is worn by Joan Vohs, Columbia starlet, for her next promenade at 8. For this date she adds a tucked organdy apron
with its high belt and huge sash. Next time the apron off, bows of velvet around her waist.
Also available in dotted Swiss.
• Pantaloons and Pantalets $4.95
•

• Hooped Petticoat $8.95

Eyelet and ribbon trimmed Sassy Briefs $4.95

12715 Ventura Blvd.

No. Hollywood, Calif.

Phone STanley 7-6087

He had to do something — — the problem of getting baby sitters was becoming acute."

